
The San Jose cemetery, built at the end of the 18th century, has generated through the years a series of paths which 
evolution is a key for understanding the place and the way of using it. The first is the way up from the Alhambra and 
so the connection with the city. It is then the original path as can been seen in the 1976 map of the city, where it's 
drawn as a line that goes down through the Alhambra Forest.
As the year goes by the neighbourhood of Barranco del Abogado is born in the south face of the hill and 
progressively a second sinuous path is created that goes up to the cemetery. This new route, called New Path of the 
cemetery, relegates the original way to the name of Old Path of the cemetery. It's curved way has been preserved 
until nowadays due to the slope of the hill, in which the inhabitants of the place have built Cave-Houses that still 
remain.
After several years the New Path of the cemetery gained importance and generated a crossroad that continues 
going up to the Silla del Moro (an old defending tower above the Alhambra) or to the Arab cemetery (above the 
San Jose cemetery).

In 1989 , the swiss architecture studio Hubmann Vass presented their proposal of a new parking for the Alhambra, 
where a number of horizontal planes slowly go up the hill creating transversal parking areas. One of the key points, 
and worth mentioning, is the subtle incorporation of the Old Path of the cemetery via a negative of green spaces of 
indigenous trees that follow the original diagonal vector of it.
All this elements have been lost in time, erased by misfortune interventions that have short-sighted the solution 
missing the importance of the place. The project propose recovering them by generating a new space of reflexion 
and introspection, isolated from the city where, disconnected from the library, hic svnt tumultum.

Open and closed spaces merge together under a layer of sun and shadows, erasing the border between inside and 
outside. The sunshine and shadows movement study gives a result a number of base modules which characteristics 
allow to occupy the space beneath them in different ways. The composition of the proposal is the result of the 
combination and variation of those modules to create different atmospheres, covered or not depending on the 
necessities of the programme. The interstitial spaces of the library create and suggest new ways to walk through it, 
so the horizontal organization comes from the vertical section and its openings.
These perforations, which have a reminiscence of the Arab architecture, create a series of 'patios' and light 
entrances that soften and sequence the space as the user pass by, and the inner spaces are resting places isolated 
from the outside noise. The reading and studying rooms enclose themselves under a perforated concrete mantle to 
create a reflexive ambience.
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